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Regular price: $69.99 Sale: $65.00&#xD; This beautiful genuine leather edition The Bible contains extensive study aids such as as introductions to every book of Old and New Testaments of Biblical History, Archaeology, (a) the customs authorities; footnotes explaining exegetical, theological, historical
and geographical significance some passages; grammatical codes and their explanations, translation instructions Hebrew and Greek with helping modern pronunciation, lexical aids for both old and New law, consensus and much more! Function: Size: 8 x 9 3/4 Nwe! Wider margin than previous releases
Introduction to every Book of the Bible The words of Christ in red Table of weights and measures AMG's Match Bible Nwe! AMG's Annotated Strong Dictionaries Combination of Strong dictionaries with other material taken from complete dictionaries of AMG studies Footnotes on indigenous languages,
biblical history, Biblical doctrines, and difficult passages Strong's numbers on keywords in bible text Grammatical codes about keywords in the text of the New Testament These codes, which are used with grammatical notation, identify the forms of Greek grammar after the English translation Study
system: Keywords in English text identified by James Strong's numbering system Codes in New Testament text identify grammatical structures of Greek keywords Entries explain the meaning of grammatical codes Hebrew and Greek Word Studies Strong's Hebrew and Greek Dictionaries Central column
reference system Concordance Format: Leatherbound Length: 2304 pages Publisher: AMG Publishers, 2008 ISBN: 0-89957-749-0 ISBN-13: 978-0-89957-749-4 Dimensions: 9 3/4, 8, 2 Shipping Weight: £4.54&#xD; 23% discount 18% discount Adult camps and missions projects children of women
students leading young adults worship virtual action Ridgecrest ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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